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Abstract
A text retrieval method called the thematic geographical search
method has been developed and applied to a Japanese encyclopedia called the World Encyclopædia. In this method, the user
specifies a search theme using free words, then obtains a sorted
list of excerpts and hyperlinks to encyclopedia sentences that
contain geographical names. Using this list, the user can also
open maps that indicate the locations of the names. To generate
an index of names for this searching, a method of extracting geographical names has been developed. In this method, geographical names are extracted, matched to names in a geographical name
database, and identified. Geographical names, however, often
have several types of ambiguities. Ambiguities are resolved by
using non-local context analysis, which uses a stack and several
other techniques. As a result, the precision of extracted names is
more than 96% on average. This method depends on features of
the Japanese language, but the strategy and most of the techniques
can be applied to texts in English or other languages.

1. Introduction
New methods of searching text through which end users can find
desired information by using a simple input, and through which
they can discover knowledge distributed in a text will soon be
needed as interest in the Internet grows and as more CD- or DVDROM contents are developed. To find useful information in such
media, the end-user directly searches them instead of asking professional searchers to do so, as in a conventional database search.
In addition, the user searches a much larger amount of text, such
as WWW pages, than before. If the user searches a larger amount
of text, the quantity of search results also becomes larger.
In such situations, new information retrieval methods that organize search results will be required. If the number of search
results is large, it takes too long for the user to survey all of them,
unless they are properly structured. If the search results are organized well, however, the user can survey many search results
and can find useful ones by using a simple search condition. The
organization function is very important, because when the user can
reduce the number of search results by using an elaborate search

condition, important issues related to the subject can often be
discarded by this reduction. The user’s exposure to the potential
search results can sometimes be, therefore, too narrow.
I believe that the organization of search results based on the
user’s intention is necessary to overcome the above problems. As
a first step toward an organizing search method, I have developed
the axis-specified search method [Kan 98]. In this method, the
user selects an axis to organize full-text search results. Thematic
chronological-table searching [Kan 99] is axis-specified searching
with a year axis. The thematic geographical searching described
in this paper is axis-specified searching with a geographical axis,
and it is a method for searching and organizing geographical information from a text collection. In a thematic geographical
search, the text collection is scanned, and geographical names are
extracted. The names are matched to names in a geographical
name database or dictionary, and they are then identified and entered into an index. Because both the text collection and the database contains several types of ambiguities, the most important task
of this name extraction is ambiguity resolution.
Although information extraction, including geographical name
extraction, has been widely studied, most methods (e.g, [MUC 98]
[Ino 96] [Tak 99] [His 97]) are used to extract unknown names. A
method of known name extraction with identification of extracted
names in relation to names entered in a database has not been
established. In this paper, a method of extracting geographical
names and the techniques used for resolving ambiguities in the
thematic geographical search are explained. The thematic geographical search method is outlined in Section 2. The basic
method of geographical name extraction used is explained in Section 3. Ambiguities of geographical names are explained in Section 4, and the techniques for resolving ambiguities are explained
in Section 5. The performance of ambiguity resolution and the
name-extraction precision are evaluated in Section 6.

2. Outline of the Thematic Geographical
Search Method
Thematic geographical searching is part of axis-specified searching. Axis-specified searching and then thematic geographical
searching are explained in this section.
In axis-specified searching, the user selects an axis from a
menu, and enters search words. The candidates of the axis are
predefined by the search system. The words represent a search
topic, and the axis specifies a method of organizing search results.
Full-text search results for the words are obtained and sorted along
the axis. Conceptually, the search results are put in a space that is
specified by the axis. The range on the axis is also specified by
the user. Search-results outside the range are discarded.

There are three methods for specifying an
axis. Examples are shown in Figure 1. The
following three types of axis-specified searching
correspond to those examples illustrated.
1. Quantity searching: an axis is specified in
units of a quantity (Figure 1a) [Kan 98].
2. Subword searching: an axis is specified by
the ending or beginning of words
(Figure 1b). Geographical-axis searching
may be incorporated using subword searching [Kan 98].
3. Word category searching: an axis is specified by the category of words (Figure 1c).
Geographical-axis searching may be incorporated using word category searching.
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Figure 1. Three types of axis specification in axis-specified searching

user searches an encyclopedia by specifying “riot” as a search
word. The user selects the geographical axes and specifies Japan
In a word category search, the database (or dictionary) contains
as a range on the axis. In the thematic geographical search, the
words in a category or several categories. A thematic geographigeographical range menu contains the World, areas such as Asia
cal search is a type of word category search. The database is a
or Africa, each country in the world, each prefecture in Japan, and
geographical-name database in this search. Only the words enso on. The system then displays an index map or a sorted table in
tered in the database (i.e., geographical names) are searched for.
which the geographical names and the excerpts from the search
The actual user interface in Japanese, which was developed by
results are listed.2 In Figure 3, “Aichi Prefecture”, “Toyoda City”
Hitachi Digital Heibonsha1 and runs on Microsoft Windows and
in Aichi Prefecture, “Saitama Prefecture”, and “Tokorozawa City”
Windows NT, is shown in Figure 2. However, a simplified exin Saitama Prefecture are geographical names. “Mikawa” and
ample translated into English is explained using Figure 3 . The
“Bushuu Riot” are the article headings in the encyclopedia. Excerpts
follow
these
headings
in
the
search
Words for full-text search Axis menu
Genres
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the encyclopedia text but
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can be opened from a
Input
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the whole article that
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cal range
Figure 3, a hyperlink is
embedded in the unDisplay
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derlined parts.
The system architecture for axis-specified
Output
searching is illustrated in
Figure 4.
This architecture consists of two
main parts: a set of index
generators and a search
engine. Index generators
generate axis indices and
a full-text index from the
text collection.
Axisindex generators extract
strings that match preArea
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Score
defined patterns, norFigure 2. The interface for the axis-specified search with a geographical axis
malize the extracted
(the thematic geographical search)
information, and enter it
into the index. The full1 A Japanese company that publishes CD-ROM and networked

2 In the current version, only an index table can be displayed. An

versions of encyclopedias (http://www.hdh.co.jp/).

index map cannot yet be displayed. (See Figure 2.)
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Figure 4. The system architecture for axis-specified searches
text index generator generates a full-text index of a conventional
form.
The search engine is invoked by the user. The geographical
axis is selected when the user selects the thematic geographical
search from the axis menu (see Figure 2). The search engine
searches the full text for sentences that contain geographical
names in the specified range using the geographical-axis index.
The results are ordered along the axis, the score for each result is
calculated, and the results whose scores are too low are dropped.

3. Method of Extracting Geographical Names
The method of geographical names in thematic geographical
searching is explained in this section. The basic extraction
method, the structure of an extracted name, the outline of the
geographical-name database (GDB), the method of name matching, and the method of handling aliases are explained.

3.1 Outline of geographical name extraction
In generating the geographical-axis index, the system scans all the
documents and extracts all the strings that match geographical
names contained in a GDB. Extracted names are normalized and
entered into the geographical axis index. The GDB was developed
at the Hitachi Digital Heibonsha for the maps in the World Encyclopædia [HDH 98]. The method of extracting geographical
names has been applied to the World Encyclopædia, which is a
35-volume encyclopedia, and to Mypædia [HDH 99], which is a
single-volume encyclopedia. The text volume of the World Encyclopædia is 160 MB, and the number of articles is 84,000. The
number of Japanese geographical names extracted is about
130,000, and the number of foreign geographical names extracted
is about 340,000 (including items with the same name).
The extraction process tests the text immediately before and
after the matched string, and it decides whether the matched name

should be extracted. This local context matching is done by string
matching, and so-called natural language processing, such as morpheme analysis or syntax analysis, is not used. Although the extraction task would sometimes become easier were a morpheme
analysis used, our method is as powerful as the morphemeanalysis-based method in most cases. Some geographical names
can be extracted using only context-free rules. However, if names
with the same spelling exist in two or more areas, the names must
be identified using context-sensitive rules. Matching patterns and
the normalization method for matched names should depend on
the nature of the text to be searched. The same spelling that occurs in different types of texts may be normalized into different
names.

3.2 Structure of extracted names
In the thematic geographical search, a geographical name has a
two-layered structure. The upper layer is a country name or a
name of areas that correspond to countries1 if the area range is
“World”, and it is a prefecture name if the area range is “Japan”.
Japan is handled differently because the World Encyclopædia is a
Japanese encyclopedia. The lower layer is the name that occurred
in the text. The name may be a city name, a district name, a
mountain name, a lake name, and so on. The upper- and lowerlayer names may be the same if the extracted name is a prefecture
or country. In reality, a geographical name may have three or
more layers, such as Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA. However, it
is sometimes difficult to correctly extract three or more layers
allowing abbreviations, and a search result should be expressed in
a concise format. Thus, the number of layers is a fixed number,
two, in the current version. Thus, “ 
”
(Pittsburgh, USA) is extracted instead of “ 
 
” (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA).

3.3 Use of a geographical-name database
A GDB that contains geographical names, their identification
numbers (INs), their readings, their types, and their upper-layer
names, and so on, has been developed along with the World Encyclopædia Maps at Hitachi Digital Heibonsha. The type can be
country, prefecture, mountain, river, city, town, world-famous
city, and so on. There may be two or more upper-layer names for
a lower-layer name because a geographical feature, such as a
mountain or island, may spread along two or more areas. Part of
1 Examples of names of areas that correspond to countries are the

Figure 3. Geographical axis search

South Pole, the West Sahara, and Greenland.

this database is shown in Figure 5. The number of Japanese
names entered in the GDB is about 55,000, and the number of
foreign names is about 41,000. The GDB does not include historical names.
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Figure 5. Part of the World Encyclopædia map database
All the names have their INs in the GDB. A map that shows
the location of the name can be opened by passing the IN to the
map application programming interface (API). However, not all
the names entered in the GDB can be located in the maps. So the
existence of a geographical name in a map is also recorded in the
GDB. Just before the name extraction, the system inputs the contents of the GDB and converts them into an internal form in the
memory. The GDB contains other information, such as latitude,
longitude, and so on, but they are not used in our method.
Only the geographical names that are entered in the GDB are
extracted from the encyclopedia text. Recently, the extraction of
unknown names, i.e., names that are not entered in a database, has
been widely studied. However, it is impossible to obtain locations
or maps of the places from unknown names, although it is important that the thematic geographical search identifies the location,
and obtains the link to a map. In addition, the precision of unknown name extraction is not sufficiently high for encyclopedia
searches, whose results must be reliable. So unknown names are
much less valuable than known names for the thematic geographical search. Thus, only the names entered in the GDB are
extracted.

3.4 Matching geographical names
The algorithm for matching geographical names is illustrated in
Figure 6 and explained below. The extract function inputs a text
and the GDB, and outputs a list of pairs (Ii, Si), where Ii is the IN
of a geographical name, and Si is the sentence number in which
the geographical name occurs. The context stack C and its handling in the identify function will be explained in Section 5.2.
This algorithm is designed according to the features of the
Japanese language. Japanese words are written in three types of
characters: Kanji (Chinese characters such as , ), Hiragana
(, , etc.), and Katakana (, , etc.). The Roman alphabet is
sometimes used too. There are no delimiters between words.
Morpheme analysis is thus required to recognize word boundaries
exactly.
When candidate strings for matching are extracted from the
text, the probability of extracting erroneous names becomes high if
the text matching is allowed to start anywhere in the text. It is
possible to introduce morpheme analysis, and the matching starting points (MSPs) are restricted to the beginning of morphemes.
However, a result of morpheme analysis usually contains errors of
several percent; it also has a high computing cost, and it does not
greatly increase precision. Thus, it is not used in this method, and
the positions where the type of character changes, for example,
from Hiragana to Katakana or Kanji, or from a special character
(symbol) to Kanji, are used for MSPs. The positions where ex-

function extract(Text) return X;
input Text: the text of an encyclopedia article;
output X: the geographical axis index that contains pairs (Ii, Si),
where Ii is the IN (identification number) of a geographical name, and Si is the sentence number in which
the geographical name occurs;
global GDB: the geographical name database;
begin
make context stack C empty;
make index X empty;
for each sentence S in Text (from first to last) loop
for each MSP in S (from left to right) loop
N := the name spelling that matches to a name in
GDB by the longest coincidence method
using GDB (if no name matched, N becomes nil);
if N is not nil and
the suffix or prefix of N indicates that N is
not a geographical name then
N := nil;
end if;
if N is not nil then
N := normalize(N);
-- Normalize the spelling.
-- N will be the normalized name.
I := identify(N, C); -- Identify the name. I is the IN.
if I is not nil then -- The identification succeeded.
add (I, S) to index X;
end if;
end if;
end loop;
end loop;
end;
Figure 6. Geographical name extraction procedure (main part)
tracted names end are also used as MSPs. However, sometimes
the character type does not change at word borders, so MSPs are
put immediately after the characters that often occur immediately
before a geographical name, such as  (year),  (month), 
(city),  (town),  (village),
(before), or ! (after).
There is no character type change when the name begins with
Hiragana if the word immediately before the name is a particle,
and there are few geographical names that are commonly written
in Hiragana. Thus, every position before Hiragana is used as an
MSP. For example, the MSPs of the sentences for part of the
encyclopedia article “Ibo River” ("#$) are shown by bars:

|%&'|(, |)|||'*+,|-|.|/, |01|23|
4|567|-|8|8|9|$:|;$<1=> 70km, |?<@AB

810km2:

Dots (“C”, called Nakaguro in Japanese) are usually used as
delimiters within a geographical name in Katakana characters, as
in DECF (Puerto Rico), so they are handled similarly to
Katakana characters. Dots are also sometimes used to juxtapose
names in Kanji or Hiragana characters, as in GHCIJ (Saitama
and Tokyo). However, if MSPs are inserted immediately after
dots, erroneous geographical names are often extracted, so no
MSPs are inserted after them.
Names are matched using the longest coincidence method. If
there are two or more geographical name spellings in the GDB,
which match the string in the text, the longest one is selected.
Then the quantifiers are tested. This test is explained in Section 5.4. When a geographical name spelling is found, it is normalized by the normalize function (see the next subsection). The
geographical name is then identified with a name entered in the
GDB by the identify function. The IN is obtained by identify. The
identification process, or ambiguity resolving process, is explained

in Section 5.2. If the IN has been found, it is entered into the axis
index.

3.5 Normalizing aliases
Aliases often exist for geographical names. For example, China is
an alias for the People’s Republic of China, the USA is one for the
United States of America, and the Aleutian Islands is one for the
Aleut Islands. In Figure 6, occurrences of aliases are replaced by
normalized names by using the normalize function and they are
entered into the axis index.

4. Ambiguity of Geographical Names
It is impossible for an encyclopedia to be completely free of ambiguity because it is written in a natural language. The GDB also
has some ambiguity. Geographical names thus have various ambiguities described in this section.

4.1 Different locations with the same spelling
There are many geographical locations whose names have the
same spelling. In particular, there are many cities with the same
name in the U.S., and between the U.S., the U.K., and Australia.
For example, there are at least eight Columbuses in the U.S., and
three of them, in Georgia, Ohio, and Indiana, occurs in the encyclopedia. As well-known examples, New York is both a city name
and a state name, and Washington is both the capital name and a
state name.
Three example texts are shown. These were derived from the
World Encyclopædia, but the texts are shortened and rewritten in
English. The first example is:
Ohio is a state in the United States. More presidents have been
born in Ohio than in any other state except Virginia, where an
equal number have been born. Columbus, Cincinnati and
Dayton are major cities there. (derived from the article “Ohio
[State]”)
The state where Columbus is located, i.e., Ohio, occurs here. The
ambiguity concerning Columbus can be resolved using this.
However, another state name, Virginia, occurs between Ohio and
Columbus, and this may confuse the ambiguity resolution process.
The second example is:
A psychoanalyst born in Hungary. He moved to the United
States in 1930. He taught psychoanalysis in Boston, Chicago
and Los Angeles. (derived from the article “Franz Alexander”)
The state name for Boston does not occur here. Thus, there is a
chance of confusing this Boston with Boston in the U.K. However, the ambiguity can be resolved by “the United States”, because there is no Boston in the U.S. other than the one in
Massachusetts included in the GDB.
The third example is:
A ball game invented by a student in America. The Rose Bowl,
which is held in a suburb of Los Angeles, Pasadena, has the
longest history. (derived from the article “American Football”)
The ambiguity concerning Pasadena is not resolved by “the United
States” here, because there are two Pasadenas in the U.S. However, if the state for Los Angeles, i.e., California, is used, it can be
identified as Pasadena, California.

4.2 Ambiguity with proper or common nouns
The spellings of some geographical names are the same as those of

a proper noun for non-geographical names. For example, many
geographical names, such as Washington, come from human
names. Also, the spellings of some names are the same as those of
a common noun. For example, there are geographical names such
as KL (peace), MN (canal), I (east and west), and IO
(east direction) in China. There are cities called Newtown and
Poole, whose Japanese spellings are the same as those of common
nouns (i.e., new town and pool), in the U.K. If these names are
extracted only by testing the spellings, most of the extracted results would actually be non-geographic proper nouns or common
nouns.

4.3 Incompleteness of GDB
A geographical-name database is a large database inputted by
humans, and it will reflect the complexity of real-world politics
and geographical conditions. Thus, it is unlikely to be far from
complete, and is likely to be error free. Also, because the GDB
was not built specifically for extracting names, it does not necessarily have the ideal attributes for extraction. For example, a
geographical name may appear two or more times in the GDB, and
each may have different attributes in each case. This may happen,
for example, if a city appears on two different types of map. The
name extraction process should be tolerant of such incompleteness.

4.4 Other errors
There may be other errors and ambiguities in a geographical name
extraction process and in a GDB. For example, a fragment of a
word may be regarded as a geographical name because of word
analysis failure. Because morpheme analysis is not used, such
errors may occur when a decision concerning word borders based
on character types is not correct.

5. Resolving Ambiguity
Methods for resolving ambiguity in extracting names and for reducing the occurrence of extraction errors are explained in this
section. The identity of names (Section 5.1) is described, and
rule-based (5.2-5.3) and fact-based or dictionary-based (5.4) ambiguity resolution techniques are explained.

5.1 Identity of geographical names
As mentioned in Section 4.3, there may be two or more records
that represent geographical names with the same spelling in the
GDB. If there are such names and their upper-layer names are
equivalent, and if they do not contain contradictory information,
they are regarded as the same locations. Two different locations
are rarely identified as the same in this technique in the World
Encyclopædia.

5.2 Name identification using non-local context
Context must be analyzed to identify ambiguous geographical
names. For example, if “Columbus” occurs in a description on
Ohio, it is probably Columbus, Ohio. If it occurs in a description
on Georgia, it is probably Columbus, Georgia. However, neither
the syntax nor the semantics of natural language is analyzed in this
implementation. It is possible to analyze them partially, but complete analysis is not possible with the current technology. Instead,
a much simpler method is used to analyze context and to try to
identify ambiguous names. This method is sufficient for resolving
ambiguity in the cases described in Section 4.1.
The identification method is described in Figure 7. When

function identify(N, var C) return I;
input N: a name spelling;
output I: an IN of the name;
input/output C: the context stack;
global GDB: the geographical name database;
begin
if N denotes a unique name (i.e., it is context-free) then
I := the only identifier;
else -- Ambiguity exists.
I := nil;
for each element A in context_stream(C) loop
G := the set of name identifiers I1, I2, …, Im,
whose spelling is N and whose upper-layer names
include A (using GDB).
if the number of elements of G is 1
(i.e., there is no ambiguity) then
I := the element;
exit loop;
end if;
if only one of the names specified by G has
the highest priority then
I := the identifier of the name;
exit loop;
end if;
-- (1)
if G is not empty then -- Ambiguity not resolved.
exit loop; -- I is nil.
end if;
end loop;
end if;
if I is not nil then
push each upper-layer name of I into C
only when it is not duplicated;
end if;
return I;
end;
Figure 7. Geographical name identification procedure
scanning the text from left to right to extract names, a country or
prefecture name (or state names in a U.S. case) are stored in a
stack called the context stack.1 If a prefecture or country name
occurs in the text, it is entered into the context stack. If a geographical name whose layer is lower than that of a prefecture or
country name occurs, the upper-layer prefecture or country name
is entered into the context stack. The depth of the stack is limited
to around five, and when the number of names entered exceeds the
depth, the oldest name is discarded.
The GDB contains a type of priority value or the relative importance of each geographical name. If an extracted name is ambiguous and the candidates have different priorities, the candidate
with the highest priority is selected.
If there is no ambiguity in a name in the text, the upper-layer
name is identified without referring to the context. If the name in
the text is a prefecture or country name, the context is not tested.
This means that prefecture and country names are context-free. If
an ambiguous name occurs, the candidates for its upper-layer
names are compared with the names stored in the context stack or
their upper-layer names, and an equivalent name is selected. The
order of comparison is controlled by the context_stream function.
1 The method for context handling does not strongly depend on

the language, but the word order does. The upper-layer geographical name (e.g., the U.S.) comes before a lower-layer name
(e.g., Pittsburgh) in Japanese, but the order is reversed in English.
Because the text is scanned from left to right in this method, this
order of stacking names must be modified when applying this
method to English texts.

This function returns a stream (or list) of geographical names and
their upper-layer names in the context stack. If a candidate
matches two or more names returned from the context_stream
function, the first one is selected.
The context_stream function illustrated in Figure 8 is explained here. If a geographical name in C is American, its state
name is put into the stream. If a geographical name in C is Japanese, its prefecture name is put into the stream. However, if the
name itself is a state or prefecture name, it is not put into the
stream. Then, the country name is put in, and finally, the global
area name, such as North America or Asia, is put in. In the identify function, the name N is compared with prefecture or state
names first if the names in the context stack are in Japan or the
U.S., respectively, then it is compared with the country names.
Finally, it is compared with the global names. This order of comparison may have room for improvement, but most cases of erroneous identification can be avoided by using this order.
The ambiguity resolution process in the example of the state of
Ohio, the first example in Section 4.1, is explained here. The
names extracted when processing “Columbus” are listed:
(the most recent) Virginia [State], Ohio [State], the United
States, Ohio [State] (the least recent).
The state names obtained from these names are:
Virginia [State], Ohio [State], Ohio [State].
These are put into the stream (or list) S, which will be the result
of context_stream. Then, the country names and the global names
are put in. Because duplication is avoided, the value of S becomes:
Virginia [State], Ohio [State], the United States, North America.
The order of matching is from the most recent (nearest) to the
least recent. So whether there is a Columbus in Virginia is tested
first. Because there is none, whether there is a Columbus in Ohio
is then tested. Because there is, the geographical name is identified as “Columbus, Ohio”. The identification result does not depend on the order of matching in this case. However, if the
context stack contained Georgia, where there is another Columbus, the result would depend on the order. If Georgia comes before Ohio, i.e., it is farther from “Columbus”, it is still identified as
function context_stream(C) return S;
input C: a context stack;
output S: a stream (or list) of upper-layer names;
begin
S := empty;
for each element A of C (from top to bottom) loop
if A belongs to the U.S. then
put the state of A into S when it is not duplicated;
else if A belong to Japan then
put the prefecture of A into S when it is not duplicated;
end if;
end loop;
for each element A of C (from top to bottom) loop
put the country of A into S when it is not duplicated;
end loop;
for each element A of C (from top to bottom) loop
put the global area of A into S when it is not duplicated;
end loop;
return S;
end;
Figure 8. Test context stream generation procedure
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Figure 9. Suffixes and prefixes that follow proper nouns, excluding geographical names, in Japanese
“Columbus, Ohio”.1 However, if Georgia comes after Ohio, it is
identified as “Columbus, Georgia”. The name in the other two
cases in Section 4.1 are also identified correctly using this method.
In the current version, the prefecture or country names in article titles or subtitles are handled in the same method as geographical names in the body text. However, it would be better to
hold them longer in the context stack.

5.3 Filtering by qualifiers
When a geographical name and a human or organization name are
not distinguishable, it may be possible to filter out the latter by
checking for qualifiers before and after the name. For example, a
word that is preceded by President or a followed by Party, Brothers or Company can be judged as other than a geographical name.
A list of such suffixes or prefixes in Japanese is shown in Figure 9. However, this is a supplementary technique though, because qualifiers do not always exist.

5.4 Dictionary-based techniques
The rule-based techniques explained in Sections 5.2 to 5.3 are not
sufficient for resolving all ambiguities concerning geographical
information written in a natural language. There are also three
methods of implementing dictionary- or fact-based techniques.
1. Modifying the GDB. Records in the GDB are modified, added,
or removed. This is a very straight-forward method, but is
difficult if the original purpose of the GDB was not thematic
geographical searching.
2. Building a temporal database from the GDB and small supplementary dictionaries or lists (patches) just before the name extraction. This method may complicate the structure of the
database, but it does not affect other projects in which the text
1 In the context_stream function, if the context stack contains

Georgia and Virginia in that order, and the country name of the
most recently occurring name is pushed before the second most
recently occurring name, the result of context_stream will be:
Virginia [State], the United States, Georgia [State],
North America.
Then, if state capitals are given a higher priority, Columbus will
match “Columbus, U.S.”, which means Columbus, Ohio. This
search result is unlikely.

and/or the GDB are used.
3. Adding XML or SGML tags to the text. An identified name
can be enclosed in a tag and added to ambiguous geographical
names in the text. However, if the text is used for other purposes, this may be difficult.
We use the second method, mainly by adding the following
three supplementary databases:
1. A list of spellings that may occur in the GDB but that are not
entered into the specialized database. Ambiguity with proper
or common nouns may be resolved by using this list.
2. A list of record identifiers in the GDB. The records specified
by this list are not entered into the specialized database. If a
name in the GDB only acts as noise in the name extraction, the
record can be removed using this list.
3. A collection of records or parts of records that fully or partially
replace records in the GDB. If the priority of a name in the
GDB is not appropriate for the name extraction, it may be replaced using this collection.
Sometimes it is possible to greatly improve the extraction precision by using these techniques. However, note that these techniques are ad hoc. A text update, which adds new geographical
names to the text, may degrade the application result of these
techniques.

6. Evaluation
The ambiguity-resolution performance and precision have been
evaluated.

6.1 Ambiguity-resolution performance
The results of the ambiguity-resolution performance evaluation are
shown in Table 1. The following method was used. Name spellings that occurred five times or more in the GDB were listed. Two
test collections of Japanese and foreign name spellings (listed in
Figure 10), were generated from the spellings. All occurrences of
these names entered into the geographical axis index are retrieved
using a thematic geographical search. All the search results were
checked manually and the number of errors were counted.
Table 1. Results of evaluating ambiguity resolution
Number Total extracted
of names
names
Japanese names
48
633
Foreign names
34
1139
Type

Number Precision
of errors
103
0.84
98
0.91

Table 1 shows that the precision for the foreign names was
good (91%), but that the precision for the Japanese names was
lower (84%). Three reasons for the lower precision are that the
correct place was sometimes not entered in the GDB, that human
names were sometimes wrongly extracted as geographical names,
and that two or more names with the same spelling were often
found in a prefecture and it was sometimes hard to distinguish
between them using the context. However, both precision values
were much better than random selection from ambiguous names.
A random selection would lead to precision of less than 20%,
because there were at least five ambiguous names for each name
used in the evaluation.

(1) Japanese names
I D¡¢£¤¥¦§¨©ª
«¬c®¯°±°¢²²
³´´µ¶·¸¹º¸»
¼½¾¿9À..Á.
.Â.µÃÄÅÆÇÈÉ¶ºÊËÌ
ÍÎ¢ÏÇ¢ÐÑ§¢ÒÓÔÐ
(2) Foreign names
ÕÖ×ØÙØ Ú+ÕÛÜÝÖØ Ú3&ÕÞßàØá×Õ
Ú1&âÝãäØÙØ å+âÝØæçèéÖ å()!+
êÖãÛëÖ Ú3ìØíèÙØ î!+ïØð×ñò
ó3&ôõØÛè ó3!ôõØöÕ ó3àØ÷øãõ
è ùó!àØ÷úçãûØá ùü&àØ÷ýáõ ù
þ&àØ÷ãè ù!àØé÷ßãè ù+ó-òßØ
(X!è×ØíúÝÖãá ù&ÖÞ ùæÖ
ã éâØ ó)!+#ë Öøèã #(!+ë Ö ÖÙ
#+ÛÖ×ØÙØ +ðñß (X0úØß×
Ø üX×è þ+)×ØèÙØ þ(+ãöã
0 Öè þ+!+)×êØ ØæçèéÖ
()!+÷è þ-ØøèéÖ (!+×ñæØá
()&ÞÛØ 3

Figure 10. List of evaluated geographical names

6.2 Precision
The results of evaluating the precision of name extraction using
five retrieval tasks are shown in Table 2. The first three columns
show the search conditions, and the last three show the results. In
this evaluation, the correctness of geographical information was
judged by a human for all the search results. The precision of the
searches for “revolt” or “paleolith and ruin” was more than 98%.
This was quite satisfactory. However, that of two other searches
was about 95%, which was not satisfactory for the encyclopedia.
This is caused by identification errors on only a few words: PQ
 (Mobile) and RS (Japan) for “beer”, and T (Tsu) for “tea”.1
If these words are excluded, the precision is as high as others. The
precision was much better than that for the ambiguity resolution
because name ambiguity was not deliberately introduced.

7. Conclusion
A text retrieval method called the thematic geographical search
method has been developed. In this method, geographical names
in the text are extracted, identified using a geographical name
database, and entered into an index.
The most important problem in the identification is ambiguity
Table 2. Results of evaluating precision of name extraction
Search words

Range Distance Number Number Preciof area in sen-* of search of errors sion
results
tences
Japan
2
641
13
0.980
Japan
0
376
20
0.947
World
3
583
29
0.950
World
5
568
16
0.972

WX (revolt)
Y (tea)
Q  (beer)
FZ [
(computer)
\]^, _`
World
(paleolith and ruin)
Total
*

5

525

7

0.987

-

2693

85

0.968

See Kanada [Kan 98].

resolution. The application of several ambiguity resolution techniques, including analysis of non-local contexts using a context
stack, has enabled extraction precision of more than 96% on average. Although this extraction method was developed for an
encyclopedia, and the rules used for extracting geographical
names and resolving ambiguity include language-specific rules,
the strategy and most of the rules are generic. Thus, they can be
applied to other types of texts and to texts in English or other
languages.
Future work on the method of extracting names will include 1)
improving precision and recall (Context handling should be improved so that both the precision and recall can become better)
and 2) application to other types of text (This method should be
applied to other types of text, such as newspapers, Internet mail
and newsgroups, and the WWW) and application to texts in other
languages.
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1 Mobile is used both as a proper and a common name. Japan is

often used as part of a proper name such as Japan Beer (RSU

V).

